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HOTS: A Hierarchy Of event-based Time-Surfaces
for pattern recognition
X. Lagorce, G. Orchard, F. Galluppi, B. E. Shi, R. Benosman

Abstract—This paper describes novel event-based spatiotemporal features called time-surfaces and how they can be used
to create a hierarchical event-based pattern recognition architecture. Unlike existing hierarchical architectures for pattern recognition, the presented model relies on a time oriented approach
to extract spatio-temporal features from the asynchronously
acquired dynamics of a visual scene. These dynamics are acquired
using biologically inspired frameless asynchronous event-driven
vision sensors. Similarly to cortical structures, subsequent layers
in our hierarchy extract increasingly abstract features using
increasingly large spatio-temporal windows. The central concept
is to use the rich temporal information provided by events to
create contexts in the form of time-surfaces which represent the
recent temporal activity within a local spatial neighborhood. We
demonstrate that this concept can robustly be used at all stages
of an event-based hierarchical model. First layer feature units
operate on groups of pixels, while subsequent layer feature units
operate on the output of lower level feature units. We report
results on a previously published 36 class character recognition
task and a 4 class canonical dynamic card pip task, achieving
near 100% accuracy on each. We introduce a new 7 class moving
face recognition task, achieving 79% accuracy.
Index Terms—Neuromorphic sensing, Event-based vision, Feature extraction

I. I NTRODUCTION

F

EATURE selection for object recognition is a fundamental problem in the study of visual processing. The open
issue is always to determine how features of an image should
be extracted and characterized. In traditional computer vision,
visual features are typically defined as a function of the static
luminance information within a local spatial neighborhood of
an image [1][2]. Different feature types differ only in the
function they apply to the image. The temporal content of
features has rarely been explored or tackled, mainly due to
the three underlying hypotheses on which machine vision is
based. The first hypothesis is that scenes are observed using
a stroboscopic acquisition which produces a collection of
static images (frames). Images are currently at the core of
the whole field of artificial vision. So far, everything that
has been developed has been designed to acquire, operate
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on, and display frames. A major drawback of frame-based
acquisition is that it acquires information in a way that is
independent of the dynamics of the underlying scene [3].
Scene illumination is measured at unnatural fixed time periods (frame-rate), resulting in acquisition of huge amounts
of redundant data because most pixels will not change from
one frame to the next. Massive redundancy in the acquired
data is what allows video compression algorithms to achieve
such impressive compression ratios (often around 50:1 [4]).
However, before compression, this redundant data is still
unnecessarily sampled, digitized, and transmitted, inducing a
waste of resources, before expending even more resources to
implement compression. This process sets important limitations on artificial perception that might one day be surmounted
by using faster and more powerful computing devices (e.g.
GPUs, clusters, etc.), but always at the cost of increasing
power consumption. Nevertheless, the lack of dynamic content
and the acquisition of both relevant and non-relevant data will
always be the fundamental limit of images.
The second hypothesis of machine vision is that absolute
pixel illumination (gray levels or colors) is the main source of
information. However illumination is not an invariant property
of a scene [1]. Most current algorithms fail to operate in
uncontrolled lighting conditions. The ability to accurately
measure luminance is also limited by the low dynamic range
of conventional cameras [5].
The third hypothesis is that real-time operation implies a
minimum of 24 images per second (the frame rate of common
video formats [4]). There is currently a widespread belief in
the field of artificial vision that high visual acquisition rates
are only useful for cases where a fast changing stimulus must
be observed. It is true that sensations of dynamic motion can
be observed at 24 fps. However, it has been recently shown
that biological retinas operate at temporal precision of 1kHz
(see [6]) because that is where most of the information of
everyday scenes are [7]. If conventional scenes are processed
at low temporal acquisition rates (30-60Hz), it has been shown
that there is a loss of 75% of valuable information leading to
a poor separability between classes of objects [7]. Currently
it is computationally and energetically expensive to process
visual input in real time using conventional cameras at above
100Hz. This because the amount of data which must be
processed grows linearly with the frame rate, while the amount
of information captured only grows sublinearly [7].
However, the field of Neuromorphic Engineering [8] has
been developing bio-inspired event-driven, time-based vision
sensors which operate on a very different principle [9]. Instead
of capturing static images of the scene, these sensors record
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pixel intensity changes with high temporal precision. This
high temporal precision provides information about scene
dynamics which can aid in recognition and increase class
separability [7]. In the last decade these sensors have matured
to a point where they are now commercially available and can
be operated by laymen. Event-driven time-based vision sensors
promise to allow for power efficient low latency visual sensing
in real world moving scenes, which has the potential for major
impact in robotics, as well as mobile and wearable devices.
Event-driven time-based vision sensors provide data in
the Address Event Representation (AER) format [10] which
differs significantly from frames, and therefore conventional
Machine Vision algorithms cannot be directly applied. For the
task of object recognition, accuracy using event-driven timebased vision sensors still lags behind traditional approaches.
Previous notable works on object recognition using eventdriven time-based vision sensors include the Convolution AER
Vision Architecture for Real-time (CAVIAR) project [11]
which recognizes and tracks circles of different sizes using
a hierarchical spiking network running on custom hardware.
Later work progressed to differentiation between different
shapes (circle, square, triangle) using an HMAX inspired
algorithm also on custom silicon hardware [12]. Targeting
more complex shapes, Perez-Carrasco et al. introduced a card
pip recognition task which has been tackled in real-time using
FPGAs running different hierarchical spiking models inspired
by Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [13] and HFirst
[14].
Inspired by the popularity of the MNIST database (Mixed
National Institute of Standards and Technology database) [2]
in traditional machine vision, there has been a recent focus
on character recognition using event-driven time-based vision
sensors, which has been tackled using CNNs [13], Hierarchical
like models [14], and Deep Belief Networks (DBNs) [15].
Perez Carrasco et al. showed how recent advances in training
frame based CNNs can be leveraged by converting frame based
CNNs to spiking CNNs for recognition [13], [16]. Moving past
shape and character recognition, similar hierarchical models
have been developed for application to human posture detection [17]. Frame-based CNNs have also been applied for
discriminating between vehicles and pedestrians in a traffic
scene, and recognizing household objects [18]. Other methods
started to explore the integration of dynamical information into
recognition by using motion-direction sensitive units [19] or
dynamical networks (like Echo-state networks) [20].
This paper serves to advance the state of the art for performing recognition using event-driven time-based vision sensors.
To provide comparison to previous works, we tackle the previously published card pip dataset [21] and character recognition
tasks [14], achieving near perfect accuracy on both. As a first
step towards performing human user recognition using eventdriven time-based vision sensors, we introduce a new, more
challenging, facial recognition task on which we achieve 79%
accuracy, providing room for improvement in future work.
This paper begins with an introduction to the operation of
event-driven time-based vision sensors in Section II, followed
by a description of the hierachical time-surface feature extraction technique in Section III. We then describe performance
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Fig. 1. Illustration of event-based encoding of visual signals. (a) ATIS camera
[22]. (b) Log of the luminance of a pixel located at [x, y]T . (c) Asynchronous
temporal contrast events generated with respect to the predefined threshold
∆ log I.

of the technique in Section IV, before wrapping up with
a discussion of results and a conclusion in Section V and
Section VI.
II. E VENT- DRIVEN TIME - BASED VISION SENSORS
Biomimetic event-driven time-based vision sensors are a
novel class of vision device that - like the biological retina are driven by ”events” happening within the visual scene. They
are not like conventional vision sensors, which are driven by
artificially created timing and control signals (e.g. frame clock)
that have no relation whatsoever to the source of the visual
information [23]. Over the past few years, a variety of these
event-based devices has been developed, including temporal
contrast vision sensors that are sensitive to relative luminance
change [22], [24], [23], gradient-based sensors sensitive to
static edges [25], and optical-flow sensors [26]. Most of these
vision sensors output visual information about the scene in the
form of asynchronous address events using the Address Event
Representation (AER) protocol [10] and encode the visual
information in the time dimension rather than as a voltage,
charge, or current. The novel features we propose in this paper
are designed to take advantage of the high temporal resolution
data representation provided by event-based cameras, which is
not provided by frame-based sensors.
This work uses datasets recorded by different event-based
sensors [27], [23] and previously used in other publications
[13], [14]. Due to the high accuracy we achieve on these
dataset, we introduce a new set of recordings acquired using
the Asynchronous Time-based Image Sensor (ATIS) [28]. This
sensor is also a time-domain encoding vision sensor with
304x240 pixel resolution. The sensor contains an array of
fully autonomous pixels that combine an illuminance relative
change detector circuit and a conditional exposure measurement block.
The working principle of the ATIS sensor is shown Fig. 1.
In this paper, we rely only on the output of a circuit contained
in the ATIS pixels (see [22]) that detects relative changes
in pixel log luminance over time. As soon as a change is
detected, the process of communicating this change event offchip is initiated. Off-chip communication executes with low
latency (on the order of microseconds), ensuring that the time
at which a change event is readout from the ATIS inherently
represents the time at which the change was detected. This
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where evi is the ith event and consists of a location (xi =
[xi , yi ]T ), time (ti ) and polarity (pi ), with pi ∈ {−1, 1}, where
−1 and 1 represent OFF and ON events respectively. When
an object (or the camera) moves, the pixels asynchronously
generate events which form a spatio-temporal point cloud
representing the object’s spatial distribution and dynamical
behavior. Fig. 2(b) shows such events generated by an object
rotating in front of the sensor ((Fig. 2(a)) where ON and OFF
events are represented respectively by white and black dots.
Because the structure of this point cloud contains information about the object and its movement, we introduce the timesurface Si of the ith event evi to keep track of the activity
surrounding the spatial location xi just before time ti . We can
then define Ti (u, p) a time-context around an incoming event
evi as the array of most recent events times at ti for the pixels
in the (2R + 1) × (2R + 1) square neighborhood centered at
xi = [xi , yi ]T as:

(a) Event-driven time-based
vision sensor (ATIS or DVS)

(f) Time surface
surface amplitude

Y
l)
tia
pa
(s

(b) Events from the sensor

X (spatial)

Context amplitude

ON events

OFF events

Ti (u, p) = max {tj | xj = (xi + u), pj = p} ,

(e) Exponential kernels

(c) Spatio-temporal domain

j≤i

(d) Time context

Fig. 2. Definition of a time-surface from the spatio-temporal cloud of events.
A time-surface describes the recent time history of events in the spatial
neighborhood of an event. This figure shows how the time-surface for an event
happening at pixel x0 = [x0 , y0 ]T at time t0 is computed. The event-driven
time-based vision sensor (a) is filming a scene and outputs events shown
in (b) where ON events are represented on the left hand picture and OFF
events on the right hand one. For clarity, we continue by only showing values
associated to OFF events. When an OFF event evi = [x0 , ti , −1] arrives,
we consider the times of most recent OFF events in the spatial neighborhood
(c) where brighter pixels represent more recent events. Extracting a spatial
receptive field allows to build the event-context Ti (x, p) (d) associated with
that event. Exponential decay kernels are then applyed to the obtained values
(e) and their values at ti constitute the time-surface itself. (f) shows these
values as a surface. This representation will be used in the following figures
and the label of the axes will be removed for better clarity.

asynchronous low-latency readout scheme provides the high
temporal resolution change detection data our features rely
on. We discuss two types of change detection events: “ON”
events and “OFF” events, which respectively indicate that an
increase or decrease in log pixel intensity has been detected.
III. M ODEL D ESCRIPTION
In this section we describe the construction of our architecture for object recognition. We begin by formally defining
time-surfaces (Section III-A), and how time-surface prototypes
can be learnt from input data (Section III-B). Then we show
how these time-surface prototypes can be arranged to form a
hierarchical model (Section III-C). Finally, in Section III-D we
describe how classification is performed on the model output.

(2)

where u = [ux , uy ]T is such that ux ∈ {−R, . . . , R},
uy ∈ {−R, . . . , R} and p ∈ {−1, 1} Ti (x, p) is shown in
Fig. 2(d) where intensity is coding for time values: bright
pixels show recent activity whereas dark pixels received events
further away in the past (only time values corresponding to
OFF events are represented in the figure for clarity).
Let Si (u, p), be the time-surface around an event evi (shown
in Fig. 2(e)), it is defined by applying an exponential decay
kernel with time constant τ on the values of Ti (u, p).
Si (u, p) = e−(ti −Ti (u,p))/τ .

(3)

Si provides a dynamic spatiotemporal context around an event,
the exponential decay expands the activity of passed events
and provides information about the history of the activity in
the neighborhood. The resulting surface Si (u, p) is shown in
Fig. 2(f) for the OFF events represented all along Fig. 2. In
the following sections Si (u, p) will be referred to directly as
Si to simplify notations. In the figures it will be represented
as a surface showing the values of each of its element at their
corresponding spatial positions.
Fig. 3 shows examples of time surfaces for simple moving
edges. One can see, that a time surface is composed of
two halves corresponding to the two polarity of incoming
events. The first half has positive values, showing points
corresponding to the ON events (p = 1) and the second half
has negative values showing points corresponding to the OFF
events (p = −1).
B. Learning Time-surface prototypes

A. Time-surface
The process of building a time-surface from the output of
an event-driven time-based vision sensor is illustrated in Fig. 2
and described hereafter.
Consider a stream of visual events (Fig. 2(b)) which can be
mathematically defined as
evi = [xi , ti , pi ]T ,

i∈N

(1)

Time-surface prototypes take the form of time-surfaces
themselves, but whereas each incoming event will have a
different surface, the time-surface of each prototype remains
constant (except during an initial learning phase). Time-surface
prototypes are the set of elementary surfaces that are encountered in the observed scenes. The process of learning a timesurface for each prototype is described below, it relies on an
incremental clustering process [29].
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Algorithm 1 Online clustering of time-surfaces
Ensure: N cluster centers Cn , n ∈ J1, N K
Use the first N events’ time-surfaces as initial values for
Cn , n ∈ J1, N K
Initialize pn ← 1, n ∈ J1, N K
for every incoming event evi do
Compute time-surface Si
Find closest cluster center Ck
α ← 0.01/(1 + pk /20000)
β ← Ck · Si /(||Ck || · ||Si ||)
Ck ← Ck + α(S − βCk )
pk ← p k + 1
end for

Fig. 3. Example of some time-surfaces for simple movements of objects. First
column shows a representation of the stimulus. The second column shows
corresponding data from the ATIS sensor where white dots are ON events
and black dots are OFF events. The third column shows the time-surface
obtained from these events and computed for the event located in the center
of the circle in the second column: the first, positive, half is obtained from the
ON events and the second, negative, half is obtained from the OFF events.
(a) A horizontal bar moving downwards. (b) A vertical bar moving rightward.
(c) Corner moving to the top-right.

When an input event arrives at a bank of time-surface prototypes, the time-surface associated to the incoming event is
calculated and compared to the time-surface of each prototype.
The prototype with the time-surface most closely matching
the surface of the input event will then generate an output
event. We begin with a set of N inital time-surface prototypes,
Cn , n ∈ J1, N K, where Cn takes the same form as Si in (3).
For initialization we simply use the first N time-surfaces as
our initial values for the N prototypes. More formally:
Cn = Sn

n ∈ J1, N K

(4)

We then implement learning using the online clustering algorithm described in [29].
For each input event, evi , we calculate the time-surface, Si ,
and find Ck , the time-surface prototype closest to Si according
to the Euclidian distance. Ck is then updated using:
Ck ← Ck + α(Si − βCk )

(5)

with
β

=

cos(Ck , Si ) =

α

=

0.01
pk
1 + 20000

Ck · S i
||Ck || · ||Si ||

(6)
(7)

where pk is the number of time-surfaces which have already
been assigned to Ck .
The full clustering process is summarized in Algorithm 1.
After this learning process, each time-surface can be associated to a particular prototype Ck . In this manner, the stream
of input events is transformed into a stream of prototype
activations:
f eati = [xi , yi , ti , ki ]T
(8)

where ki is the index of the cluster center Cki .
At this stage, when comparing an event’s time-surface to a
bank of time-surface prototypes one can also refine the process
by adding some noise filtering. If an event is isolated (meaning
that its time-surfaces is only made of a peak at the center), it
can be dropped. It is also possible to add a maximum distance
from the prototypes over which the time-surface is considered
not to match any of the prototypes in the bank.
C. Creating a Hierarchical Model
Fig. 4 illustrates the hierarchical model we introduce in this
paper. Steps (a) to (g) sum up the process described in the
previous sections. As shown in Fig. 4, a moving digit (a) is
presented to the ATIS camera (b) which produces ON and OFF
events (c). Time-surfaces are built by convolving them with
an exponential kernel of time constant τ1 (d) and considering
spatial receptive fields of sidelength (2R1 + 1). These timesurfaces are then clustered into N1 prototypes represented as
surfaces (e) in the Layer 1 box. When a cluster center is
matched, an event is produced, resulting in the activations
shown in (f). These events constitute the output of Layer 1
(g). One can see that each incoming event from the observed
pattern is associated with the most representative prototype
surface.
The nature of the output of Layer 1 is exactly the same as its
input: Layer 1 outputs timed events. Once a prototype matches
the temporal surface around the incoming event it immediately
emits an event. Thus, the same steps used in Layer 1 (from (d)
to (g)) can be applied in Layer 2. However the emitted event is
now representing the temporal activity of a prototype surface,
it thus carries more meaning than the initial camera event.
The prototype surfaces of Layer 2 represent the temporal
signature of the activity of complex features. Layer 2 uses
different constants for space-time integration of features (R2 ,
N2 and τ2 ). The goal is to introduce stability of the perceptual
representation and sensitivity to the accumulation of sensory
evidence over time. This integration over longer and longer
time period will thus be able to accumulate evidence in favor
of alternative propositions in a recognition process. When alternatives with a barely discernible difference in their sensory
inputs are presented over an extended period of time, longer
time and spatial integration scales can accumulate the small
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Fig. 4. View of the proposed hierarchical model. From left to right, a moving digit (a) is presented to the ATIS camera (b) which produces ON and OFF events (c) which are fed into Layer 1. The events are
convolved with exponential kernels (d) to build event contexts from spatial receptive field of sidelength (2R1 + 1). These contexts are clustered into N1 features (e). When a feature is matched, it produces an
event (f). Events from the N1 features constitute the output of the layer (g). Each layer k (gray boxes) takes input from its previous layer and feeds the next by reproducing steps (d)-(g). The output of Layer k is
presented between Layer k and k + 1 ((g),(h),(i)). To compute event contexts, each layer considers a receptive field of sidelength (2Rk + 1) around each pixel. The event contexts are compared to the different
features (represented as surfaces in the gray boxes as explained in section III-C) and the closest one is matched. The images next to each features show the activation of their associated features in each layer.
These activations constitute the output of the layer. The output (i) of the last layer is then fed to the classifier (j) which will recognize the object.
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differences over time until it becomes eventually possible to
discriminate the alternatives through its ever growing output.
This accumulation dynamics is at the heart of the HOTS
model, the difference between time scales can be substantial
and can start from 50ms for Layer 1 to 250ms for Layer 2 to
finally reach 1.25 s for Layer 3.
Layer 3 receives input from Layer 2, it is the last layer
of the system and it provides the highest level information
integration, as shown in Fig. 4(i) time-surface prototypes are
also larger both spatially and temporally. The output of the
temporal activity of Layer 3 can finally be used for object
recognition by being fed to a classifier (shown in Fig. 4(j)).
As stated above, each layer is then defined by only a few
parameters (we add an index l for the lth layer of the system):
• Rl , which defines the size of the time-surface neighborhood
• τl , the time constant of the exponential kernel applied to
events
• Nl , the number of cluster centers (prototypes) learnt by
the clustering algorithm.
To increase the information extracted by each subsequent
layer, we make these parameters evolve between subsequent
layer. For each layer, we define the parameters KR , Kτ , KN
so that:
Rl+1
τl+1
Nl+1

=
=
=

KR · Rl
K τ · τl
KN · N l

(9)
(10)
(11)

The obtained architecture consists in a Hierarchy Of TimeSurfaces (HOTS) which is building and extracting a set of
features (the prototypes from the final layer) out of a stream
of input events. The time-surface prototypes will then be called
time-surface features in the rest of the paper.
Fig. 3 shows what these features could be for the first layer
of the achitecture where its input basis is constituted of only
two vectors: ON events and OFF events. The other layers
have input bases constituted of more vectors (as many as the
number of features extracted by their previous layer), thus
we could represent their features by a serie of surfaces each
corresponding to one feature of the previous layer. Because
this representation is harder to relate to the actual input from
the camera activating the feature, we chose to fuse these
surfaces into their corresponding activity of ON and OFF
events. The features of every layer of the architecture will
then be represented as a set of two surfaces such as in Fig. 3,
showing an image of the activity of ON and OFF events
associated to the feature, this what is represented Fig. 4 in
the gray boxes representing the different layers.

is the training phase of the algorithm (model). In a second step,
the same learning stimuli are presented to the trained model
and a histogram of the time-surface feature activations in the
final layer is built for each object class. This is the training
phases referred to as the classifier. A similar histogram is
built for each test stimulus, it can then be compared to trained
histograms to determine which object is present in the scene.
The choice of the histogram is to show the robustness of the
method, historams of activities as we will show are sufficient
to provide reliable recognition scores. More complex classifier
could be used specially time oriented ones such as Echo State
Networks [30] or reccurent networks [31], these would allow
the learning of the temporeal dynamics of activated features.
However, as we will show in the experiment section, this is
not necessary as the mean activity of features activation is
sufficient to achieve high recognition scores.
When an object is presented to the camera between instants
tstart and tend , the time-surface feature activations form the
set:
F(tstart , tend ) = {f eati | ti ∈ [tstart , tend ]}
(12)
From this set, it is possible to build a histogram H counting
how many times each feature has been activated, independently of its spatial position. This will constitute the signature
of the observed objects.
To estimate the distance between two histograms, we use
three different distances. We will refer to the standard distance
when we will use the euclidian norm of the difference between
two histograms (by looking at histograms as vectors in which
the k th coordinate is the number of times feature k was
matched):
d(H1 , H2 ) = ||H1 − H2 ||
(13)
We will refer to the normalized distance when we will use
the euclidian norm of the difference between two histograms
which have each been normalized by the number of generated
features:
H2
H1
(14)
−
dN (H1 , H2 ) =
card(H1 ) card(H2 )
where card(Hk ) is the total number of features counted in
Hk . We will also use the Bhattacharyya distance [32] defined
as:
s
X
H2 (i)
H1 (i)
dB (H1 , H2 ) = − ln
·
.
(15)
card(H1 ) card(H2 )
i

Because these histograms are characteristics of the classes
to recognize, we will refer to them as signatures in the rest of
the paper.
IV. T ESTING

D. Classification
In this section we describe how the output of Layer 3 can
be used as features for object recognition. Training of the
recognition algorithm consists of two main steps. In the first
step, different stimuli are presented to the model to learn the
time-surface prototypes (referred to in the next sections as
features) computed as described in the previous section. This

The proposed method has been tested on three different
tasks. The first consists of recognizing pips on poker cards
as they are shuffled in front of the sensor to identify their suit.
This task, which will be referred to as the flipped card deck
recognition task (Section IV-A), has already been tackled by
[13] and [14]. The second task is a simulated reading task in
which characters are recognized as they move across the field
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times activated

Time

Fig. 5. Flipped cards experiment: Pattern database.
The database for this experiment consists of the four suits (spades, hearts,
clubs, and diamonds) found in a card deck. They are captured by a sensitive
DVS sensor as the cards are flipped in front of it (white dots represent ON
events and black dots OFF events).
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Fig. 6. Flipped cards experiment: Patterns’ signatures.
Histograms of feature activation numbers for the four suits moving in front
of the camera. X axis is the index of the feature shown in the supplemental
material, Y axis is the number of activations of the feature during the stimulus
presentation. Each column corresponds to one suit. The snapshots show how
the pips evolve during one particular presentation (each snapshot is taken at
a regular time interval). Each pattern outputs a different signature that allows
its recognition.

of view of the sensor. This task, which will be referred as the
letters & digits recognition task (Section IV-B), has already
been tackled by [14]. These first two tasks have been chosen
to provide comparison to previously published work. The third
task is a face recognition task, which will be referred as the
Face recognition task (Section IV-C). The data used for these
different tasks are illustrated in Figs. 5, 8, and 12 respectively.
A. Flipped card deck recognition task
The first experiment is run on the card dataset provided
by Teresa Serrano-Gotarredona and Bernabe Linares-Barranco
[21] who captured the data using the sensitive DVS [27]. It
represents a set of playing cards which are being flipped in
front of the sensor (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 6). The pip representing
the suit of the card has been isolated from the recording and
the classifier has to determine the suit of the presented card.
The data consists of ten presentations of each of the four suits,
in the following, one presentation will be used for learning and
the other nine for testing. Because the cards are being flipped

by hand at high speed during the recording, an important
deformation of the symbols occurs.
We use the hierarchical system described in the previous
section with 3 layers. The parameters for the first layer are:
• R1 = 2,
• τ1 = 20 ms,
• N1 = 4.
To go from one layer to the next, we use the following
parameters:
• KR = 2,
• Kτ = 10,
• KN = 2.
The sensor feeds spiking data into the first layer of the
hierarchical model and histograms are built from the third
layer’s output. All four suits are used to train the model and
each layer is trained sequentially. The features extracted in
each layer are presented in the supplemental material.
Training stimuli (a single presentation for each suit) are then
presented to the system again to train the classifier. Examples
of the classifier histograms are shown in Fig. 6. The rest of
the stimulus examples (nine presentations) for each object are
used for testing. The results can be seen in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7
the model and classifier have both been trained with only one
presentation of each of the four suits. The nine other stimulus
examples for each suit are used for testing.
The four rows along the vertical axis each show results for
a different suit during testing. Each section between dashed
lines shows histogram distances for one card flipped in front of
the sensor. The different bars encode the histogram distances
where white, gray, and black bars code for the standard,
normalized, and Bhattacharyya distances respectively. The recognized class is the one with the smallest bar in each column,
and is marked with a star. This particular experiment leads
to performances of 94%, 100% and 97% with the standard,
normalized, and Bhattacharyya distances respectively.
Running some cross validation tests on the data gave us
performances of 95% − 100% with all three distances.
B. Letters & Digits recognition task
The second experiment is run on a dataset provided by
Orchard [14]. A DVS camera [23] is presented with the 10
digits from 0 to 9 and the 26 letters from the roman alphabet
(see Fig. 8) printed on a barrel which was rotated at 40rpm.
The goal is to be able to classify correctly these 36 objects.
This dataset consists of 2 presentations for each of the 36
patterns.
We use the same hierarchical system described previously
with the same parameters as in the previous section.
The camera is feeding data into the first layer and the
third layer’s output is used by the classifier to recognize the
letters and digits. Only the objects F, V, O, 8 and B are
used to train the model. Each layer is trained sequentially.
The trained features are available in the supplemental material.
Then, for each digit or character, we use one example to train
the classifier. Some examples of the classifier histograms are
provided in Fig. 9. All the signatures are also available in the
supplemental material. One testing presentation is then used
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Normalized distance

Testing
presentations

Fig. 7. Flipped cards experiment: Distance measurements between learning and testing presentations of patterns.
The system is presented with nine different presentations of each learnt pattern. Each line presents data related to a particular trained pattern. Each section
in between dashed vertical lines corresponds to the presentation of a test stimulus. Histograms show normalized distances obtained during the experiment so
that the recognized objects is the smallest bar in each column (marked with a star). White bars code for standard distance, grey bars for normalized distance
and black bars for Bhattacharyya distance. These three distances lead to respective performances of 94%, 100% and 97%.

Fig. 8. Letters & Digits experiment: Pattern database.
The database for this experiment consists of the 26 letters of the roman
alphabet and the digits 0 to 9. They are captured by a DVS sensor as the
characters are moving in front of it (white dots represent ON events and
black dots OFF events).

for each object to test the classifier. The results can be seen
Fig. 10. Each row along the vertical axis shows results for
a different class during testing. Each section between dashed
lines shows histogram distances for one character presented to
the sensor. The different bars encode the histogram distances
where white, gray, and black bars code for the standard,
normalized, and Bhattacharyya distances respectively. The
recognized class is the one with the smallest bar in each
column, and is marked with a star. Each character is presented
once to the sensor in the order we gave to the classes so
that perfect results correspond to stars only on the main
diagonal. In this experiment, all distances lead to a recognition
performance of 100%.
We ran a cross validation test by randomly choosing for
each pattern which presentation would be used for learning
(both the model and classifier), and the other is then used
for testing. Every trial amongst the hundred we ran gave a
recognition accuracy of 100%.
This experiment is run on a dataset composed of objects
with very distinct spatial characteristics. Because of that, it
is the best one to try to interpret the features learnt by

the architecture. Fig. 11 presents the activation of all three
layers’ features for three different characters. We can observe
on panels (a), (b) and (c) how the information available in
different layers allow us to discriminate between three similar
characters: E, B and 8. Each column shows the response of
a given feature (its associated surface representation is shown
at the top) when the characters are presented (each line), with
the last column showing all these data at once. We can see
the difference in activation of the features corresponding to
the differences in the input stimuli.
Panel (d) shows the accumulated feature activations for a
set of objects used in this task. We can clearly see that the
information encoded by each feature is becoming more and
more abstract as we go from one layer to the next. In the
second layer, features seem to respond to particular orientation
of edges constituted of either ON or OFF events. In the
third layer however, it seems that these features were pooled
in order to recognize the line drawing the characters with
features being tuned to its curvature. We can also see that the
feature activations are very reproductible from one character
to another containing the same inner shapes.
C. Face recognition task
The results obtained in the previous sections encouraged
us to run the proposed method on more complex data. For
our last experiment, we use a dataset consisting of the faces
of seven subjects. Each subject is moving his or her head to
follow the same visual stimulus tracing out a square path on
a computer monitor (see Fig. 12). The data is acquired by an
ATIS camera [22]. Each subject has 20 presentations in the
dataset of which one is used for training and the others for
testing.
We again use the same hierarchical system described previously with the following parameters:
• R1 = 4,
• τ1 = 50 ms,
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Fig. 9. Letters & Digits experiment: Pattern signatures for some of the input classes.
For each letter and digit the trained histogram used as a signature by the classifier is shown. The snapshot shows an accumulation of events from the sensor
(White dots for ON events and black dots for OFF events). The histograms present the signatures: X axis is the index of the feature shown in Fig. ??, Y
axis is the number of activations of the feature during the stimulus presentation. The signatures of all the letters & digits are presented in the supplemental
material.

N1 = 8.
KR = 2,
• Kτ = 5,
• KN = 2.
Because the faces are bigger and more complex objects,
we use bigger receptive fields to define the time-surfaces and
we set the layers to cluster twice as many features as in the
previous experiments. These parameters lead to recognition
performances of 37%, 78% and 79% when using the standard,
normalized and Bhattacharyya distances respectively.
•

•

V. D ISCUSSION
In this paper we have described a hierarchical architecture
for object recognition using a new type of feature relying
on time-surfaces. These time-surfaces use the high temporal resolution of event-driven time-based vision sensors to
associate a descriptor to every event based on its relative
timings to recent activity in its spatial neighborhood. The
model then clusters this space to extract features. Successive
layers perform this operation again and again, incorporating
larger and larger spatial and temporal scales in the process.
This allows for features of these successive layers to acquire
more information, from bigger spatial receptive fields and from
longer timescales.
Every layer also automatically learns its own features from
its predecessor’s output, removing the need for supervision.
The process of training the model is thus completely unsupervised. Supervision only takes place when training the classifier,
which inherently requires knowledge of the object class.
Other object recognition methods such as HMAX [33] or
HFirst [14] extract orientations as a first step using oriented
Gabor filters, thus only looking at the spatial repartition
of the input data or events to build features. HFirst does
make use of time in computation, but it uses time to encode
signal strength of spatial features rather than capturing scene

dynamics. In contrast, time-surfaces use both spatial and
temporal information to build features which are then not
only spatial, but spatio-temporal features. Time-surfaces are,
by design, encoding spatial information such as shapes and
temporal information such as motion in the feature space. This
makes them interesting features for recognition in dynamic
environments. More than recognizing moving objects, these
features should be able to extract the intrinsic relative inner
movements of objects to help the recognition process. In the
architecture described in this work, the extracted features are
still very dependent from the direction and speed of motion
of the objects we want to recognize. Thus for an object
to be recognized independently from its motion, a lot of
different movement patterns have to be presented to the system
during learning. This could be overcome using basis function
decomposition similarly to what has been introduced in [34].
This concept will be studied in an extension of this work.
Masquelier et al. [35] used STDP to learn features as event
patterns. But STDP in its basic and most used form can
only extract the co-activation of different input neurons and
thus cannot extract the exact order of activation. Because
time-surfaces encodes relative timings, they can distinguish
between different orders of activation which is important for
real spatio-temporal features. Moreover because time-surfaces
are generated around every event, we also do not need to
stabilize or track objects for their recognition and features will
be recognized whatever their position in the field of view of
the sensor.
The letters & digits experiment demonstrates the generalization strength of the feature extraction process. To recognize
the 36 characters constituting the dataset, we only used a
subset of 5 characters representative of the whole. When
the different layers were learning features, they were only
shown the characters F, V, O, 8 and B. Then, signatures were
obtained for all of the 36 characters of the dataset to train the
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Normalized distance

Testing presentations

Fig. 10. Letters & Digits experiment: Distance measurements between learning and testing presentations of patterns.
one presentation of each learnt pattern is shown to the system. Each line presents data related to a particular trained pattern. Each section in between dashed
vertical lines corresponds to the presentation of a test stimulus. Histograms show normalized distances obtained during the experiment so that the recognized
objects is the smallest bar in each column (marked with a star). White bars code for standard distance, grey bars for normalized distance and black bars for
Bhattacharyya distance. These three distances all lead to a 100% recognition rate.
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(a) Layer 1 feature activation

Layer 2
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Layer output

(b) Layer 2 feature activation

(d) Examples of layer outputs

(c) Layer 3 feature activation
Fig. 11. Letters & Digits experiment: Activation of features in the different layers.
(a), (b) and (c) activation of the different features extracted by each of the three layers for some chosen characters: E, B and 8. The last column shows the
superposition of the different features (each color corresponds to a particular feature). The other columns show the independent activation of the different
features with their associated surface representation. Each of the three line of activations presents a different character.(a) shows the output of the first layer,
(b) of the second and (c) of the third. Differences in the information offered by each layer to differentiate between these similar classes can be observed. (d)
Examples of outputs of the three layers for a set of recognized objects. We can see how the information becomes more abstract when increasing layers, going
from orientation of contours of a given polarity (ON or OFF events) to contours of a given curvature.

classifier stage. This still leads to a recognition performance
of 100% which is showing us than the system can recognize
objects without the need for its features to be specifically
trained on those objects.

One can note that the parameters of the system still had to
be tuned differently for the different experiments presented
in the paper. Coping with the varying nature of the input
stimulus can be achieved in different ways. In the architecture
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Fig. 12. Faces recognition experiment: Pattern database and signatures.
The database is constituted of 7 faces moving their gaze by following a dot in a square movement. The snapshots show the obtained stimulus with successive
positions in time of the faces (white dots represent ON events and black dots represent OFF events; snapshots are taken every 350 ms.). The last column
presents the signature learnt by the classifier for each face using the 32 features of the third layer of the system: X axis is the index of the feature shown in
the supplemental material, Y axis is the number of activations of the feature during the stimulus presentation (in logarithmic scaling).

presented in this work, we use only one classifier fed by the
last layer of the system, thus only operating recognition on
the higher level features which are also the slowest (because
they integrate information over the longest period of time).
It is possible to add intermediate classifiers at the output of
each layer in order to get different classifications results, each
operating on features built over longer and longer period of
time. Thus the first layers’ classifier would give the fastest but
most inaccurate results whereas the following layers would
give more and more reliable results with a larger and larger
detection time. Increasing the numbers of layers would then
allow us to get classification results computed from different
timescales without further tuning of the system. Each layer
could also compute time-surfaces with different time constants
for their exponential kernels by adding an internal competition
system (such as lateral inhibition or a winner-take-all circuit).
Recognizing a time-surface essentially consists of performing coincidence detection on input event arriving in a specific

spatial and temporal pattern. For instance, this could be
implemented by using leaky integrate and fire neurons and
delay lines. Thus, the model described in this paper can be
seen as a Spiking Neural Network and could be implemented
on neuromorphic hardware for neural simulation. Moreover,
every pixel is considering its own receptive field to build its
associated time-surface. This can allow most of the processing
to be parallelized to be implemented on platforms such as
FPGAs or new, highly parallel, computer architectures such
as SpiNNaker [36].
Several improvements can also be considered to improve
the architecture proposed in this paper and are considered as
possible futur work. In the current method, every incoming
event generates an output event. But events both close in
time and space generate similar time-surfaces. Inhibition and
Winner-take-all mechanisms could be added to reduce the
amount of redundancy introduced by these similarities as have
been done in [37], [20]. Object recognition is also undertaken
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after the whole object has finished passing by. We chose to
operate that way because of the final classifier that we used,
which we wanted to keep as simple as possible to show that
information from the network are valuable compared to other
architectures. If another online classifier is used, such as an
ELM [38] then we could get intermediate classification results
as time-surface are arriving.
One can also note that even if our method is inspired by
biology, the timescales that increase geometrically across the
successive layers of the system are fairly large in the latest
layers. This not compatible anymore with biological time
constants. Our method is a proof of concept of a hierarchy
of time scales that does not aim at explaining the brain. In
principle though, information could be integrated over even
longer timescales. We could then imagine large networks such
as the ones used currently by Google [39] where the last layer
could code for integration over months.

also like to acknowledge discussion at the NSF Telluride
Neuromorphic Cognition Engineering Workshop.
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Fig. 13. Face recognition experiment: Recognition results.
Subfigure show the recognition results for the three different distances used.
(a) Standard distance: 37% accuracy. (b) Normalized distance: 78% accuracy.
(c) Bhattacharyya distance: 79% accuracy. The system is presented with
19 testing presentations of each learnt class. These 19 presentations are
merged into the columns and the numbers are indicating how many matches
are obtained for the different learnt patterns. Perferct results would fill the
diagonal (gray background cells) with values 19, numbers in other cells
correspond to classification errors.
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